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JCM GLOBAL’S NEW PAYCHECK 4™ THERMAL PRINTER IS FASTEST 
IN THE CASINO GAMING INDUSTRY 

 
LAS VEGAS (August 4, 2011) – JCM Global has unveiled its new PayCheck 4™ Thermal Printer, the better, 
faster, stronger printer for the casino gaming industry. The new PayCheck 4 is the fastest printer in the industry, 
and the only printer that is as fast as the gaming action on the casino floor. 
 
Perfect for traditional casino slot gaming, VLT devices and Class II devices, JCM’s PayCheck 4 prints a complete 
ticket in just 0.6 seconds, compared to up to two seconds by other printers. In fact, the PayCheck 4 prints so 
quickly, there is no need for it to rely on ticket “bursting” like other, lesser printers do.  
 
PayCheck 4 prints at an astonishing 250mm (9.8”) per second in text mode with 500 dots per line, or 203 dots per 
inch. That means the printer completely prints a ticket faster than a player can reach for it, keeping the game fast 
and player satisfaction at a premium level. 
 
“Indisputable facts clearly show that PayCheck 4 is simply the fastest printer on the market,” said Mark Henderson, 
VP Global Sales of JCM Global. “In a horse race with all other casino gaming printers, it’s not even close – 
PayCheck 4 leaves everyone else at the starting gate.” 
 
PayCheck 4 is available now for most global jurisdictions. For information, operators should call their JCM account 
representative or visit JCMGlobal.com.  
 
JCM Global is the world’s leading supplier of innovative automated transactions solutions for the banking, gaming 
and retail industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers 
and integrators on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground-
breaking products like the iVIZION

®
, Universal Bill Acceptor (UBA

®
) and Vega-RC™ bill validators, Intelligent Cash 

Box (ICB
®
) and PayCheck 4™ thermal printer. For more information, visit JCM Global’s 24-hour virtual tradeshow 

at www.jcmglobal.com. 
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